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HRC Manufacturing Provides a Ready and Reliable Workforce
For over 40 years, Honesdalebased HRC Manufacturing
has been offering a variety of
packaging services, ranging
from document shredding to
shipping and product fulfillment to
companies in the tri-state area.

social services organization, with more than 40
years of experience in assembling, packaging,
kitting, machine work and much more. The
business has grown by offering a wide range of
assembly services, from general and complex, to
large and small jobs.
HRC also offers light machining and various types
of sealing, including shrink wrapping and blister
packaging. It packs, ships and labels packages and
provides complete product fulfillment services, as
well as secure document shredding.
HRC Manufacturing is a highly regarded
The process is simple. When an agreement is
leader in this field working with many area
reached through competitive and no-cost bidding,
manufacturers, printers and other businesses
An HRC Manufacturing employee labels product for a customer at its
HRC will then pick up the product and perform the
to help them meet their productivity goals.
Honesdale facility.
work in their facility, a 100 percent quality-controlled
When work is outsourced to HRC, the
environment under professional supervision. Upon completion, the product is
company meets turnaround commitments efficiently, with 100 percent
shipped and returned as instructed.
quality control.
“We have worked with numerous businesses who are looking for a company
According to Donna McCormick, Marketing Manager, “Our vision is to
like ours to assist them. Some companies have outsourced a portion of their
provide a quality, cost effective service to our customers, while maintaining
business for us to handle on an ongoing basis, others we work with on an as
and growing employment opportunities here in America for individuals with
needed basis. Mutually beneficial relationships have developed and continue
disabilities.”
to grow.” said McCormick
The company continually expands its business to meet the needs of
HRC Manufacturing recently participated in NEPIRC’s 2017 Regional
consumers throughout the
Manufacturing
Day Showcase and Trade Show with a company display table.
Northeastern Pennsylvania
“We don’t often get the opportunity to meet with so many potential clients in
region and beyond. Serving
one place at one time,” said McCormick. “NEPIRC’s event provided excellent
Pennsylvania, New York
networking and we now have a list of great contacts to follow up with.”
and New Jersey, HRC
Manufacturing prides itself
This feature is sponsored by...
on providing a quality
product for customers every
time, with no job too big or
too small.
HRC Manufacturing evolved
from the Human Resources
HRC Manufacturing services offer light machine
Center, Inc., a non-profit
work as well as hard assemblies.

